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Introduction
The recent Royal Commission into the fires of 7 Feb 2009 2which in terms of life
loss was the worst natural disaster in Australia, recommended a fuel reduction
program that amounted to 5‐8% of publically owned land in Victoria. A crucial
question is what can be expected in terms of decreased loss of life and damage as
a result of such a fuel management strategy? What would be the effect of
prescribed burning levels other than 5 or 8%, perhaps 10% and 15%? This note
is an attempt to provide some guidance to this crucial question.
Methodology
An examination of life loss in disaster fires in southern Australia and modeled
and actual relationships between prescribed burning and subsequent bushfire
area burnt has offered the opportunity to estimate the efficacy of prescribed
burning as a protective strategy.
It is assumed that a decrease in fire intensity and fire area will result in a
decrease in casualties and asset damage. A correlation between average Byram
Fire Intensity (mega watts per meter) will be sought for disaster and extreme
fires that involve both rural and urban environments. The average fuel levels for
different fuel reduction regimes will be estimated and a life loss – fire intensity
equation used to compare expected life loss for extreme or catastrophic fire for
5, 8,10 and 15% annual prescription burning.
A different strategy will be the use of actual3 and modeled4 annual average area
burnt by wildfire as a function of fuel reduction.
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Table 2. Gives a Byram Fire Danger Index9 for six disaster fires in South East
Australia with the concurrent loss of life. A simple linear equation is fitted.
Burning regime
Percent per
annum
0
1.6
5
8
10
15

Max fine fuel
levels.
Tonnes per
hectare10
35
35
23
20
17.5
12

Fire intentisty
Index for a FFDI of
100. Megawatt
per metre.11
63
63
32
23
18
8.6

Expected lives lost
using above
equation
31
31
10
4
1
0

The simple equation has been applied to bushfires burning in landscapes that
have had different fuel reduction burning frequencies. The nominal Forest Fire
Danger Index (FFDI) of 100 is chosen as it was thought to be the upper limit of
extreme fire weather and an index that can be expected a few times per decade.
Mega fires with a frequency of about once per 30 years usually exceed a FFDI of
100, The Kilmore Fire being an average of about 70 MW/m with peaks ( Mt
Disapointment in the Kinglake national Park) exceeding 120 MW/m or 160,000
HP/M).
The r2=.52 indicates that the correlation is significant but only 52% of the data is
explained and that other factors are important e.g. exposure. It also assumes in
this analysis that the relationship between life loss and fire intensity is linear.

9

The Byram Fire Intensity Index , I (FDI) is a reliable measure of the intensity of a
fire spreading in the open. Ti is the product of the heat released by 1 kilogram of fuel,
the quantity of fuel and the rate of spread.
10
Using the Mountain gum fuel growth curves in Gellie. ibid
11
1 Mega watt per metre is equal to 1340 horse power. Prescribed burns less than 0-5
MW/m of fire edge, fire fighting ineffective above 3 MW/m aircraft included,
10MW/m survivability limit, Kilmore East fire ( Kinglake) avcerage 70 MW/m.
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